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Your Blue Mindset is that part of you that’s kind,
caring, loving, and wants to get along with others.
Just because it’s the part of you that seeks
meaningful connections with others, does not
mean that you’ve necessarily been taught the
most effective communication skills growing up.

Believe it or not, good communication is often
counterintuitive. What often passes as normal
everyday communication, often produces
misunderstandings that can lead to conflict.

Theresa and John had to work really hard to
learn how to communicate effectively with each
other. It took a lot of trial and error and a
strong, kind Blue Mindset to really want to do
better. In this e-book they’ll share 25 of their
favorite communication skills they’ve learned
along the way.

1.
Only 7% of what we communicate is verbal,
and 93% is non-verbal. What this means is that it
is not only what we say, but how we say it that
is important.

Tip 1: Most communication is non-verbal.

2.
It is important to have an open body
posture. John standing with his arms closed
communicates that he is guarded and defensive.
If John has his arms in an open position, this
demonstrates that he is more open and
receptive towards what Theresa is saying..

Tip 2: Have an open non-defensive body
posture

3.
If John has a friendly demeanor and
smiles, this is going to communicate to
those around him that he’s feeling positive
emotions. If Theresa saw him scowling and
glaring, she may be correct to interpret
that his body language is indicating that
he’s angry.
Tip 3: Be aware of negativity bias.

4.
If John is talking in a very agitated and
excited loud voice, it may make Theresa
nervous. Her nervous system is wired to go into
fight, fright or freeze if she senses threats
and danger. People tend to focus more on the
negative as they make sense of the world.

Tip 4: Watch the tone, volume, and pitch
of your voice - humans have a negativity
bias.

5.
Sometimes John's words don’t match
his body language. Theresa may say to
John “you seem angry,” but if John
responds with glaring eyes and clenched
teeth saying that he is not angry, his
words and body language don’t match. He
is sending her mixed messages. This can be
very confusing for Theresa because in
her gut she realizes that John is actually
very angry.
Tip 5: Be aware when your body language
and words are incongruent.

6.
John needs to give Theresa his
undivided attention when she talks to him.
If he is distracted playing on his cellphone
while talking, he may miss out on an
important part of what she is saying.
There is a risk he will misinterpret what
she says. Multi-tasking for important
conversations is not a good idea.
Tip 6: Don’t multitask – give your undivided
attention and listen.

7.
John should avoid attacking and
criticizing Theresa. Anger is generally a
secondary emotion; underneath anger is
usually fear, pain, hurt, guilt, or sadness. It
can feel too vulnerable for John to
express these feelings. He feels more
powerful when he gets angry, and that
release of tension can feel good.
However this behavior can be damaging.
When he expresses anger, what typically
happens is that Theresa either shuts down
or gets defensive or explains her position
which only makes matters worse.
Tip 7: Don’t be critical or attack.

8.
If John uses “I” statements instead
of “you” statements, he is more likely to
get a better response from Theresa.
Instead of John saying, “You never stop
complaining,” he can say, “Theresa, it really
upset me when you yelled at me for not
doing the dishes.” Theresa is more likely to
respond in a way that shows concern
for his feelings. They are more likely to
have a constructive dialogue versus a
nasty fight.
Tip 8: Use “I” statements.

9.
However sometimes John is
human and messes up. If he does say
something critical or attacking, it’s
important that Theresa doesn’t throw fuel
on the fire. If she counterattacks, gets
defensive, or explains her position, she’s
only going to make the situation worse.
For example, if she says “well it’s your
fault, you provoked me” or “I did not yell
at you, that’s not true,” this response just
causes the argument to escalate.
Tip 9: Don’t counterattack, get defensive,
or explain your position.

10. Theresa found it effective to show
empathy and validate his feelings even
though she disagrees with John’s
perspective, and thinks he is wrong. She
says “I can see how the way I spoke to
you was upsetting and you felt attacked. I
wasn’t trying to make you feel bad. I can
see how you would have felt that way.”
She doesn’t confront him at that moment.
She first de-escalates the situation. She’s
acknowledging that he has a right to feel
hurt by the way she spoke to him.
Tip 10: Validate and empathize with the
other person’s feelings.

11. If Theresa states what she wants in
the positive rather than in the negative,
she’s more likely to engender a
cooperative response. Instead of telling
him what a lazy slob he is, she says “John,
it means a lot to me when you help me
clean up. I really appreciate it so much
when we work together.
Tip 11: State what you want in the positive.

12. Theresa stopped using black-andwhite, and all-or-nothing language. She
stopped saying to John “you always make
a mess “and “you never clean up after
yourself.” Instead, she would say “I noticed
that you ‘often’” or “‘sometimes’ don’t
clean up after yourself.” This
acknowledges that sometimes he does in
fact clean up. She gives him credit where
credit is due. That way, John doesn’t get
discouraged and decide to not bother
trying at all, because the effort he
doesmake is not appreciated or
acknowledged.
Tip 12: Change “always” or “never” to
“often” or “sometimes”.

13. Theresa took it very personally that
John didn’t clean up after himself. She
took it as a sign that he didn’t really care
about her feelings, because he knew how
much it upset her when he didn’t do it.
From John’s perspective, he loved
Theresa very much, but he was tired
from staying up late from playing video
games. His not doing the dishes had
nothing to do with his love for her.
Tip 13: Don’t take things too personally.

14. Although John was upset that
Theresa yelled at him, he needed to take
an honest look at his own behavior and
take responsibility for his part of the
argument. He needed to look in the mirror
and keep his side of the street clean.
Tip 14: Take responsibility for your part
of the interaction.

15. John learned to be curious like a
detective so he could really try to
understand what made Theresa tick. He
started to ask open-ended questions that
encouraged her to open up and give a
more elaborate response. He encouraged
her to keep talking. He asked her to tell
him how she was feeling...what did she
need? This open, honest communication
brought them closer together and
increased their sense of intimacy.
Tip 15: Be curious, ask open-ended
questions.

16. John really listened to what she had
to say. He did not have an answer ready
before he even heard her out. He didn’t
interrupt. He was open and receptive,
and didn’t try to one-up her.
Tip 16: Don’t listen to respond, really listen.

17. Theresa learned to not be so
judgmental of John. She really tried to
understand his perspective. All behaviors
and emotions make sense on some level, if
we really take the time to understand.
Each person has their own unique
temperament, history and personality
traits which influence their behavior. She
related to the saying “if it’s hysterical, it’s
often historical.”
She realized that often when people have
strong reactions, it’s often because it
triggers negative core feelings from
when they were very young. She realized
that John had a strong reaction to her
when she seemed to behave in ways that
were controlling like his mother.
Tip 17: Sometimes behaviors and emotions
that are rooted in the past, can be
triggered in the present.

18. John had a kid part of him that was
triggered whenever they had a fight. His
little boy inside did not like to be told what
to do, and resisted feeling controlled. If
Theresa recognizes that this is what’s
really going on, she can be more sensitive
and approach him in a way that does not
make him feel like she is his mom. She also
does not take his behavior as personally,
because she knows his response is
related to his past history, rather than
about how much he does or does not love
her.
Tip 18: Recognize the little boy/girl inside
and respond accordingly.

19. Theresa learned to check for
understanding. In the past she had made
inaccurate assumptions and jumped to
unhelpful conclusions. She checked to
make sure she understood John
correctly, because sometimes when she
checked in she realized that she was not
100% correct. She used active listening
skills to paraphrase and summarize what
he said to her, and checked in to make
sure she understood everything he was
saying.
Tip 19: Use active listening skills to check
for understanding.

20. In the past when Theresa and John
had an argument, Theresa would bring up
any old issues from the past that John
thought had already been resolved.
Tip 20: Leave the past in the past.

21. If Theresa had a complaint, John
would turn the conversation around on
her and say, “well you did that too” or
“remember that time when you didn’t clean
up after yourself also?” ...Only deal with
and resolve one issue at a time. If John
has a problem he would like to resolve, he
will wait until after he has addressed
Theresa’s concerns first.
Tip 21: Don’t deflect by turning the
conversation around. Deal with one issue
at a time.

22. John was not deliberately trying to
upset Theresa when he didn’t clean up
after himself. She didn’t jump to
conclusions and assume the worst. He
appreciated when Theresa gave him the
benefit of the doubt.
Tip 22: Give the benefit of the doubt.

23. Theresa learned not to sweat the
small stuff. She knew everyone had
annoying little quirks and habits and John
was no different. She realized that she
needed to pick her battles and let some
things go. She learned that when an issue
started to eat at her, she needed to
address it. She knew important things
could not be ignored and swept under the
rug.
Tip 23: Know when to let things go.

24. Theresa also learned how to
respond versus react. When she felt too
triggered and activated, she knew she
needed to take a time out, calm herself
down, and only respond once she was in a
calmer emotional state.
Tip 24: Respond – don’t react.

25. Theresa and John learned how to
bring a playful sense of humor into their
relationship. John appreciated that
Theresa was spending more time in her
Orange mindset. This helped him feel more
motivated to use his gold mindset at home
to help clean up around the house. They
laughed together, but never at each
other’s expense. There were no hidden
jabs and sarcasm.

They made sure to bring in their Blue
Mindset to be kind and loving at all times.
They even spent time in their Green
Mindset together by continuing to learn
more about better communication skills.
They worked hard to create a Character
Champion relationship. They clearly saw
the value of all their different color
mindset strengths.
Tip 25: Have a sense of humor and value
all your mindset colors.dset colors.
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